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It was as long as twenty years that the piracy lasted in southeastern coastal area of 
China, from the end of Qianlong’s reign to the middle of Jiaqing’s. 
 The existence of piracy in this period resulted from the effects of social economy 
of Qing Dynasty. Confronted with the closed-door policy of national oceanic 
administration, the population living on seas found it increasingly difficult to make a 
living. Due to the failure to take on fishing, shipping and marine trade, they selected 
no way but to risk hijacking on sea. Among these groups, some stopped after one or 
two hijacking activities to resume the previous marine production since they had 
obtained a certain amount of living and producing materials, which were just 
temporary pirate groups. Some later grew into powerful armed groups on sea, but 
what they took on was not just hijacking of pirates at all. When Qing government was 
faced with piracy, their lack of regard for the problems of marine community and 
failure to adjust their policy to releive the conflicts, together with measures solely 
taken to strengthen the management of the land area, only resulted in intensified 
conflicts. The issue of piracy has reflected the social issues on the marginalization of 
marine population, which should be analyzed from the persepective of the living of 
marine community. 
It is under the theory of oceanic history that this dissertation gets access to some 
new understandings about the piracy in this period. It cannot be regarded as simple as 
the issues of countryside, agriculture and peasants, and furthermore cannot be labeled 
as the peasant war or the bandits of the traditional agricultural society. Although the 
piracy was the extreme activity of self-secure taken by pauperized water-side 
population, they commited killing and plundering, which is not worth promoting. But 
all the pirates defined by the authority were not the inhumane robbers so that they 
should not be simply generalized in accordance with the definition of the authority as 














their rebellion and aberration showed their protest against the marginalization of 
marine community caused by Qing’s land administration system, and their struggle for 
the redistribution of interests to narrow the gap between the rich and the poor inside 
the marine community. The piracy can also be taken as a negative effect of division of 
the marine community. A normal marine community should consist of both 
governmental sea power (or the national marine military) and non-governmental sea 
power (or the marine militia ). The former was the core to protect and develop the 
marine economy, to maintain the order and the interests of marine community, while 
the latter, which was the power to protect and defend by their own, should 
complement the former to form the whole organiztion of sea power. However, the 
weaknesses of the governmental power may magnify some certain non-governmental 
power, which led to the suppression of pirates from the navy. This to some extent 
formed the conflicts between the governmental and non-governmental sea forces, 
having aggravated the internal friction of marine community and brought about 
negative effects on its development in China. 
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